
Surface-Mounted Panels

These elliptical shapes bring a fun and stylish scene 
to any room. From simple to complex patterns with 
fun and exuberant colors that make any space pop. 
The Revolve series is offered in 3 different sizes and 
2 thicknesses to meet the acoustical demands of 
many applications. 



Features

Easy to install


Uses the highest-quality fiberglass core with 
hardened edges for stability


Fabric adhered to core using patented 
VACU-BOND® process


Corners are meticulously tailored for a 
beautifully finished product


Durable impact protection available

Divergence



Surface-Mounted Panels

Divergence

1’ x 4’, Packaged Quantity = 6Size

1" or 2" Thickness

+/- 1/16"Tolerance

6-7lb Fiberglass BoardCore

HardenedEdge Detail

SquareEdge Profile

WallMounting Type

Impaler clips, Rotofast, Z ClipsMounting Hardware

ASTM 84 Class AFlamability

1" = 0.80 and 2" = 1.00 - see brochure for 
details by size

NRC

tech Specs
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Lead Time

Custom sizes and coverings: 6-8 weeks
* any customer supplied coverings may require additional time for 
delivery and testing.  Additionally, wood veneers require perforation. Any 
wood veneers not in stock require an additional 4-6 weeks.


Standard sizes and coverings: 2-3 weeks

If there is a craftsmanship defect detected, we will repair 
or replace the impacted product.


If the product was damaged during shipping and it was 
because of how we packaged it, we will repair or replace 
the impacted product. 


The length of our guarantee is five (5) years provided 
you used a Certified PRO Installer; otherwise, it is a 
standard three (3) years.


For more details, see warranty details on our website.

Our craftsmanship guarantee is really simple:

Need something unique?  Want to co-create actionable 
solutions that improve the human experience?  We 
believe, TOGETHER, we can ideate, design, and build 
solutions that create unique experiences.  Call us to 
discuss our Custom Shop program.

Custom Shop



Surface-Mounted Panels

Divergence
tech Specs

Sound Absorption

Hz 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 N.R.C

DAP-1” .02 .37 .87 1.09 1.01 1.00 .85

DAP-2” .21 .78 1.04 1.07 1.06 1.04 1.05
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Surface-Mounted Panels

Divergence
color Options

White
2335-2664-GOM-STD

Slate
2335-2017-GOM-STD

Shade
2758-2372-GOM-STD

Asteroid
2335-2053-GOM-STD

Onyx
2334-20116-GOM-STD

Graphite
2758-2375-COM-STD

Eucalyptus
2335-2047-GOM-STD

 (Paintable)Paradise
2659-010-GOM-STD

Turquoise
2335-2841-GOM-STD

Pumpkin
2335-2021-GOM-STD

Red Delicious
2335-2014-GOM-STD

Waterfall
2335-2691-GOM-STD

Orchid
2335-2843-GOM-STD

Birch
2335-2129-GOM-STD
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Monitors and printers vary. Please request a material sample to verify materials and colors.


